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Small-Sample Properties of Estimators of the Autocorrelation Coefficient

Gerard J. van den Berg

Abstract:

Although autocorrelation of the errors is being assumed frequently in
econometric models, fairly little is known about small-sample properties of

the estimators used in such models. The moments of estimators of the autocor-
relation coefficient (rho) in particular, have only been approximated by means
of asymptotic expansions. I will use a nocrasymptotic method in order to exa-
mine these moments.

After expanding the expressions for the estimators of rho into sums of

products of quadratic forms in normally distributed variables, bounds for
their moments will be derived, conditionally on rho and the data. The metho-
dology can be aplied to any statistic that can be written as a ratio of qua-
dratic forms in normally distributed variables.
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l. Introduction

Although autocorrelation of the errors is being assumed frequently in

econometric models, fairly little is known about small-sample properties of
estimators used in such models. In this paper we give some results concerning

the moments of estimators of rho (the autocorrelation coefficient), by means
of analytical methods.

No general explicit closed form results concerning the expectation of
p(estimators of rho) have been given in literature yet. However, some ap-

proximative formulas and Monte Carlo results are by now well known. Monte Car-

lo studies concerning properties of estimators of p(Spitzer (1979), Rao á~

Griliches (1969) and Beach b~ MacKinnon (1978)) suggest that for positive p,
all well known estimators of p are downward biased. For large p and for strong

autocorrelation of the data, the bias gets worse.
Rao b~ Griliches (1969), Malinvaud (1970) and Pantula á Fuller (1985)

all derive approximative formulas for the expectation of ratio-like estimators
of p, by expanding the expressions for these estimators a few terms, taking
expectations on both sides subsequently. Explicit results are only derived for

special data patterns and by using stringent assumptions concerning data and
parameters. The main theoretical defect, however, of such formulas is that
they are derived by cutting off Taylor series without having investigated con-

vergence of such series. Asymptotically this is correct because higher terms
have vaníshing order, but in small samples clearly convergence has to be as-
sured. Still, the approximations are not at variance with Monte Carlo results.

In section 2 we examine the moments of estimators of p by expanding

the expressions for these estimators into sums of products of quadratic forms
in normally distributed variables. Section 3 contains an investigation on the
convergence of the series thus obtained. In section 4 practical devices are
given, followed by applications of the methodology. Section 5 concludes.

Throughout the paper we confine ourselves to a linear one-equation

model with unspecified data xt for t- l...n. Furthermore, we assume that the
autocorrelation process of the errors is stationary.
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~~,r:pressing the expectation of p by means of a series expansion

We confine ourselves to the following model:

yt - s .xt -t- ut
ut - p.ut-1 } Et

t - 1,...n.

Ipl C 1 et ~ N(O,o2) and cov(et,e~) L 0 if
j~ t. QE~ o.

From this follows, assuming stationarity of the process, that u z
(ul,...,un)' is distributed normally with expectation zero and covariance ma-
trix ~ with SZi~ - o~ pIi-~I~(1-p2), see e.g. Johnston (1972). We are interes-
ted in p and, investigate properties of the following estimator of p:

n " "
E ut ut-1

p- n ut - Yt - s.xt
~ ut2
k

assuming (s,p,Q2) are unknown. For notational convenience we take k- 1 al-
though in practice often k- 2 is taken.

Introducing matrix notation:

" u' Bu
p - " "

u' u
1 0 1

0 1 0~ ' ~

and because u- Mu with M~ I -n

" u' MBMu
p - u' Mu

xx'
n x M2

1 oJ

M and B are symmetrical and M is idempotent with rank n-1. We already know
that u~ N(O,S2) so p and u'Mu are not independent (see Von Neumann (1941))

n
and consequently it is not true that E(p) equals E(u'MBMu)~E(u'Mu), (unless

P - ~~.
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However, we do want to know something about E(p) and therefore we

shall try to use Taylor expansions, as was suggested by Rao S~ Griliches (1969)
who legitimate taking expectations of numerator and denominator seperately by

arguing that this expression is the first term of such an expansion.
Note that p is invariant under different values of Q2 so we can pute

oé - 1-p2 so that Sti j- pI i-jI

We expand the function f: IIt~ -. IR defined by f(w,z) - W by means of a
z

Taylor series. This can be done of course by expanding l~z and multiplying

afterwards with w. As

1 1 1
z- b (b- 1)f 1

we can use for expanding around z- b the well known (Taylor) series of
1

t f 1 '

N-1
t f 1~ ~(-1)k tk t R(N) with R(N) -

ks 0

Taking t- b- 1 gives us

w N-1 k w(z-b k N w z-b N
Z- E (-1) kfl f(-1) Z.( b)

k- 0 b

(-1)N tN
t t 1

Now we take expectations on both sides, assiuning that w and z are (not neces-

sary independent or one-dimensional) stochastic variables.

N-1
E Z- E (-1)k. 1 E[w(z-b)k] f(-1)NE [ i(zbb)N]

k-0 bkfl

N-1 k
- b E E (~) (-b)j E [wzj] -~ (-b)NE[Z (z-b)N]

k-0 j-0

It is common practice to take b as E z. When we now go back to our problem
(finding Ep) and take w- u'MBMu and z~ u'Mu, we see that taking these ex-

pectations is fully legitimate for that case: w~z is restricted to [-l,lj:
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N „ „
E ut ut-1

w 2 1
z - N "2 - N „2.

1 ut 1 ut

applying Cauchy-Schwarz gives:

1 u2 ul. .
N . . , .

„2 . .

1 ut "N
"N-

N ~ N-1 „ ~

2 ut 1 ut.

(~l .

"N- ~

which implies that E i exists (also between -1 and 1).
At this moment we can't say very much about the restterm. We can how-

ever use some recently developed theory for the first N-1 terms of the series.
This we will do now. For convenience we will write the series as an infinite
sum. In section 3 we'll return to the subjects of convergence and restterm
properties.

Magnus and Don (see Magnus (1978), Don (1979) and Magnus (1979)) pro-
vide formulas for

s
E II eA~s with A1,...As real symmetric ( n,n)- matrices
j-1

s ~ N (o,V)n
V positive semi-definite

Recall that we have

E u' MBu -
u' Mu

~ k
u'Mu~ E E (k) (-1 )~~ E[u'MBMu (u'Mu)~]

1cx0 j~0 ~ u' Mu

1

with u~ N(O,S2), and MBM and M are real symmetric (n,n)- matrices and ~ is
n

positive definite.
In terms of Magnus (1978), E[u'MBMu(u'Mu)3] is an A(j-F1) polynomial.
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To understand this concept, some definitions are required.

A(s)-form: Divide the index set {1,...s} into mutually and exhaustive subsets.

Within each subset, take the trace of the matrix product of Ai's csrresponding

whith indices from the subset (provided we are searching for E[II e'A~ s]).
The product of all traces will be called an A(s)-form. 1

Similarity class: Such a class is structured by a partition of S. Two A(s)-

forms belong to the same similarity class iff their corresponding subsets dif-

fer only by a permutation of indices.

A(s)-sum: The sum of all not necessary equal A(s)-forms within a simílarity

class is called an A(s)-sum. Note that none of A1,...,As are apriori equal to

or dependent on each other at this stage of the story. The number of non-equal

A(s)-forms is give in Don(1979).

A(s)-polynomial: Any linear combination of A(s)-sums is called an A(s)-poly-
s

nomial. In developing E( II e'A~e), all A(s)-sums in such a polynomial have a
j-1

specific coefficíent, also given by Don.

s
The A(s)-polynomial for E( II E'A~e) is the A(s)-polynomial for

s j-1
E( II w'A~w) when cov E- V and cov w- I, with exception that each A~ in the
sec~ó~d polynomial has to be replaced by A~V to obtain the first.

s
Now, how do we in practice obtain E[II e'A,e]? First, write down all

1 ~
partitions of s. Then determine which A(s)-forms are different, for each par-

tition. Make the A(s)-sum for each partition, multiply the sums with appro-
priate coefficients and add them. Substitute the particular A1,...,As, V you
are working with and you will get the desired expectation.

Note that, when substituting A1 3 MBM2 and A2...As z M S2 many A(s)-forms which
aren't necessary equal, become equal, e.g. tr (A3)). tr (AlA2) and tr (A2). tr

(AlA3).
Introducing the notation

xi - tr BM(S2M)i - tr B(I~EZM)i
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yi - tr (S2M) i - tr (MS2M) i

we get for the first 5 terms, taking

b- E(u'Mu) - E tr(u'Mu) - E tr Muu' - tr M E(uu') - tr M ft ~ yl:

4 k
1. E E (~) (- y) j. ~u'MBMu.(u'Ma)j~ -
yl k-0 ja0 1
xl 2x2 2x1y2 f 8x3

- 2 } 3 -

8x1y3 f 12x2y2 f 48x4
4 }

yl yl Y1 Y1
12x1y2 f 48x1y4 f 64x2y3 f 96x3y2 f 384x5

5
Y1

I have grouped terms belonging to one particular k, together. What we see is
that all terms belonging to a j~ k are eliminated against other terms for
that k. This suggests that it's always possible to restrict attention only to
the case that j- k, and more precisely to those terms in which no yl is pre-
sent when j- k. This will be proved. Furthermore, we see that terms belonging
to different k can be grouped together because they have the same coeffi-
cients, and the difference in terms is only a matter of changing x and y
leaving the indices constant:

xl - 2(Ylx2 - xly2) } 8(x3y1 - xly3) - 12(ylx2y2 - xly2) -
- 3 4 5
Y1 Y1 Y1 Y1

48(Ylx4 - xly4)
5

Y1

This will be proved too. Furthermore, a general formula of E(p) in terms of an
(infinite) series will be given.

In writing down a general form for the series, we must take into ac-
count three different kinds of coefficients:

(1) the (~) obtained by going from central to raw moments
(2) the coefficients in the A(s)- polynomial: each A(s)-sum (~ parti-

tion of s) has a coefficient independent of the A1,...As.
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(3) the coefficients of the trace products, obtained because of the
values A1,...As have in our problem: different A(s)-forms are the
same in our case because A2...As are all equal to MSt.
Consequently these forms can be added and so we get new coeffi-
cients.

s-ni-n2
ad(2): These coefficients are given in Don (1979): they are 2 where ni

and n2 give the number of times 1 and 2 are elements of the partition
a of s which corresponds to the A(s)-sum these are the coefficients
of. In other words, each A(s)-sum has a coefficient which is determined
by the partition corresponding to this sum; nk -{~ila(i)-k}.

ad(3): We ask ourselves how often a certain traces-product appears in an A(s)-
sum. Suppose we're working with E(u'MBMu (u'Mu)I), so we need parti-
tions of I f 1. The A(Ifl)-forms all have a structure with one and only
one x(because we have one u'MBMu) so they look like:

nl n2 n3 n 1 n-1 n}1 nI Ifl

yl y2 y3 ...y~~l Y~~ x~ y~}1 ...yl with E nk.k ~ I t 1
k-1

I f 1 ~ ~ ~ 1.

or, more common:

ylyl y2y2 y3y3...y~y~x~ y~}i1..YIyI yIfl}1 with nyk - nk ~ k~~
nYk - nk 1 ~ k - ~

1
and 1 ~~ t I f 1; nyI}1 - 0; ~ f E k.nyk - I f 1

lr 1
nyl ny2 ny~fl nYIflso that { 1} x{2} x... x{~} x... x{Ifl} constitutes a parti-

tion of I f 1. Summarizing, the nk represents a partition of I t 1 and such a
partition represents one A(Ifl)-sum. In an A(s)-sum, the only difference be-
tween A(s)-forms lies in the value of ~.

If we want to know the coefficient of a traces-product we have to know
how often a certain trace-product can be made different using different ma-
trices within them. The central theorem i s this:
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Theorem The equation tr AD A1,...Ak - tr AO Ax(1)...A~(k) holds for arbitrary
symmetric AC, A1,...Ak ~ (n(1), ~rt(2)...n(k)) ~ (1,2,...k) or
(k,k-1,...1).

Proof: see Don (1979)

Furthermore, for arbitrary r, tr AD A1,...Ak - tr Ar Ar-F1'~~~ ~c AO A1~~~Ar-1~
Consequently, when the partition is {Itl}1, the sum is a traces-product name-
ly xI}1 and the coefficient is ~, -(Ifl)!~2(Ifl). (1 ~ 3) For every trace,
there are 2(Ifl) equivalent traces. When the partition is {n} {m} {z} with

t
n~ m~ z~ n and n, m, z~ 3 and we consider yn ym xz' ~-(zil)'2z'
(I-m}1) 2m '(n) 2n which can be simplified by noting that n-~- m f z- I f 1:

i,y - 3' . The procedure is straightforward: select z-1 "~M's" for xz (BI~átM is
2 .mn

always the first) and then m for ym etc.. Complications arise if x2 or y2 or
xl or yl appear and if ym appears twice, or more times.

When x2, y2, xl or yl appear, the possibilities are greater because
the two rules to equate traces (see above) coincide. E.g. for ym x2 (m ~ 3) we

I m m! m!have ~y -(1)~(m)'2m - I'2m' In general, for each traces-product we have to
n lfn2

multiply the coefficient with 2 compared with the situation that all
xi, yi have index ~ 3.

When ym appears more than one time, we have to correct the coefficient
for counting twice: the possibilities for A(Ifl)- forms to be (essentially)

g. xz ym (z,m ~ 3):different are restricted now. E. r

I z! I-zfl (I-zfl)!
~ - (z-1) 2z'(I-zfl) r~ (2m)r

Taking into account the multiplicity of ym forces us to put nym! into denomi-
nator of the coefficient. We now see the general form of the formula for the
coefficient belonging to the product of traces ynyl yny2... nyI

1 2 yI .x~: as we know
that

~( I )~z..(z- ).aI (a).sl...(Y)Y! - I!
z-1 z a s Y
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nl f n2 - 1
we get : C- I! .2 where nyj - n j ~ j~~

I ny,
II (nYj)! (2j) ~
j-1

nyj - nj - I - j - ~

1 ~~ t I f 1
I

~ t E i.nyi - I-1- 1
i-1

Right now, we must climb to an even higher level of abstraction, as we
are now comparing different A(s)-polynomials. The reason is that we want to
simplify our series, and suspect this can be done by eliminating all terms of
A(jfl)-polynomials for j~ k in our formula of the series. Suppose there is a
j~ k that is the smallest j"for which partition ~ appears". This means that
this partition of j f 1 can't be reduced to a partition of j by deleting {1},
that is: by putting nl - nl - 1. For such a partition, nl ~ 0. The par-

new old
tition, say a, corresponds to an A(jfl)-sum with trace-products like

xz.y2y2 ... ynyl-i with z ~ 2.j-

We will now prove that these trace-products can be eliminated by means of
trace-products of the following structure:

r ny2 nyj-1x2.y1 y2 ...yj-1

which are part of A( ji-lfr)- sums in A( jflfr)- polynomials ( jflfr t k).
Therefore we have to take all 3 kinds of coefficients into account. So we keep
k fixed in our series and concentrate on j- 0,...k by comparing "related"
partitions for all relevant j.

The total expression for j- I(where J~ appears) for the trace-pro-
duct xz y2y2 .. .ylyi-1 is:
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nfn-1
k -1 I Ifl-nl-n2 Il.2 1 2 n2 nyI-1(I) (y) .2 .I ny .xZ y2 ...YI-1

1 n (nY )! (2J) jjz2 j

lst ~at. 2n~ cat. 3r~ cat.

k! -1 I 2I n2 nyI-1
- (k-I)! (yl) ~1 ny .xZ.y2 ...YI-1

II (nY )! (2j) j
j-2 j

ny ny -
The total expression for j~ I f r for the trace-product xz~yl y2 2~~~yI-1 1

is:

i-

k -1 Ifr
Ifrfl-nl-n2

2nlfn2-1 r

(Ifr) (y ) .2 .(Ifr)!.I-1 ny ~yl xz~
1 n (nY )! (2j) 3

j-1 j

ny2 nyI-1 r k-I
y2 ...yl-1 -(- 1) ( r) tímes the total expression for j z I. But

k-I
r k-IE (-1) ( r ) ~ 0.

r-0

Thus, for a k, for every j ~ k we have 2 possibilities concerning the
trace-products in the A(jfl)- polynomial:
(1) There is a yl i n it -. it can be eliminated against trace-products in

A(p)- polynomials with p~ j-F 1 and p~ j f 1.
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(2) There is no yl in it a it can be eliminated against trace-products in
A( p)- polynomials with p~ j-F 1.

For j- k there are 2 possibilities too:
(1) There ís a yl in it -. it can be eliminated ...etc. with p~ k f 1.

(2) There is no yl in it -~ keep it.
So when taking a new k, you only have to watch j 3 k(A(kfl)- polynomial) and

only a part of this polynomial, namely 1 those A(ktl)- sums which have corres-

ponding partitions which nl ~ 0 and 2 a part of A(ki-1)- nums winh nl - 1. This
part ís the trace-product whith nl s 1 and nyl - 0: xl y2y2...ykyk.

We have now the following expression for trace-product plus coeffi-
cient:

ny2 nyk
(-2)k.k! x2~y2 ...yk
k ny ' tl
n (nyj)! (2j) ~ yl
j-2

which gives the following expression for E(p) with a(ktl) of k t 1:

nl n2 n3 nkfl
kfl

{1} x{2} x{3} x ... x{kfl} with E i.nt - k f 1; niEIN.

W k~ ktl n k-1 n
E(P) - E(-2) .k. E E ~(a,~,k) [x y~-1 ~ y r] }

lr-0 yi}1 a(kfl) ~-2 ~~ r-2 r
with with r~~
n1~0 n~ ~ 1

i~l

k n
f E C(a,l,k) [x . II y r]
a(kfl) 1 r-2 r
with
n sl

1

with C(a,~,k) - 1
nyj ~ nj if ~ ~ j

k -- nyJ and nyj- nj- 1 if ~- j
II (nYj)! (2j)

j-2

As was suggested before, we might simplify the formula for E(p) by ta-
king together terms coming from different k, i.e. from different A(ktl)- poly-
nomials. The rationale behind this idea is that for a partition i n the second
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part of the formula above (for a certain kfl) there are related partitions for
k in the first part of the formula. These are the partitions that come into
being if {1} is deleted from the partition first mentioned. For the partitions
in the second part, there is only one traces-product relevant, namely

kf 1 n kf 1
x. II y r with E r.nr - kfl if we start with k f 2. The related partition

1 r-2 r i-2 n-1 kfl n
in the first part has x~.y~~ II yrr (~~2) as trace-products, with nr the

r-2
r~~ n

same. This partition is a partition of k f 1. The coefficient of xl II yrr is:

(-2)kfl
(kfl)! 1

- C(1,1,kf1)
kt2 ' kf 1 n

yl II (nj)! (2j) j
r-2

n -1 nr 1The coefficient of x~ y~~ II yr is y. the coefficient of
1

n -1 n
yl x~ y~~ II yrr and that equals

(-2)k.k! 1 -2 k k!
kf2 'k-F1 ny. 3 kf2 '

yl II (ny )! (2j) ~ yl
r-2 j

1
k n n -1
ti (nj)! (2j) j(n~-1)! (2~) ~
r~
n .2~ k
ktl n '(-2kf2k' - C(~-{1},~,k).

II (n )! (2j) j yl
r--2 j

kf 1
We will now prove: E C(a-{1},~,k) --C(a,l,ki.l).

~-2
n ~ 1

~

C(~-{1} ~,ic) n .~
It is clear immediately that C(a,l,kfl) -- k~fi' But because a is a

kf1
partition with E r.n - k f 1, we see that

r2 r
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k~l C(a-{1}~~~k) ~-k~l n~.~ -- k-~ 1--1~-2 C(a,l,ktl) ~z2 k t 1 k f 1

which implies we can easiliy put these trace-products together in our formula
for E(p) as their coefficients are nearly the same. After some reshuffling, it
follows that

t
E(P) - X1 f E -2kflk.

yl lr-2 yl

k n k n ~
~ E ~(k,a). ~xl II yrr - E-k-.
~(k) r-2 ~-2
with with
n1-0 n~ ~ 1

n k n
Y1 x~ Y~~-1 n Yrr~

r-2
r~~

with ~(k,A) - 1k n
II (nr)! (2r) r

r-2
n2 n3 nu k

a(k): partition of k: {2} x{3} x... x{k} E i.nis k, niEIN
xi - tr BM(S2M)

yi - tr(S2M) i.

A great improvement with the result at the end of par. 3 because we have got
rid of the ny~ and the C(.,.,.); furthermore there is now only one summation
over partitions instead of two.

3. Investigation on convergence of the series

To facilitate our investigations we write

yi - tr(I~2M)i - tr(TAT')i - tr TAiT' ~ trAiT'T - trAi - E a~
jz 1

xi - tr B(MS2M)i - tr B(TAT')i - tr BTAiT' - tr T'BTAi - tr AAi -

E a~~ a~ with a~~ -(T'BT)~~ - t~ Bt~
j-1

where T-(tl,...tn) consists of the eigenvectors tl~~~tn of ~ M which ís sym-

metric and positive semi-definite so that its eigenvalues a~ are all ~ 0.
A is a diagonalmatrix diag (al'~~~~n)~
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Now I want to show that the series as they are stated are both diver-
gent. First the first one. We will pick out a part of the term for each k
namely the part associated with the partition {kfl} which has as trace-product
simply xk}1. The part has
C(a,kfl,k) - 1 and thus has the following form:

P(k) - -2 k.k!
kfl 'xkfl'

yl
m

When the series E p(k) diverges, so does the whole series, if all the other
k-0

parts of the term for a particular k have the same sign. The C(a,~,k) are al-
ways ~ 0; so is yi because all a~ are; the only remaining factor is xi. It is
clear that for large i only the largest eigenvalue a is important in deter-n
mining the size of xi. Then ann determines the sign of xi. As ann depends on
S2 and the datamatrix x, it is hard to say definite things about its sign. How-
ever, in all our simulations, all xi(i ) M) are positive for suff. large M.
IntuYtively it is clear that the eigenvector tn of the largest eigenvalue must
"resemble" the rows of MZM, i.e. must "resemble" the rows of St. But that means
that the elements of tn must follow a positive autoregressive process (when
p~ 0). Therefore tn Btn must be positive, and we have seen that ann -
t' Bt . Concluding, we might say that there are strong reasons to believe annn n
is positive when p~ 0, and therefore xi too for large i.

We will postpone a discussion of the causes of negative xi for small
i, and the consequences of it on divergence and alternation. When we now as-
sume that all xi ~ 0, divergence of p( k) implies divergence of the whole se-
ries.
It is easy to show why p(k) diverges: for large k, xk behaves like an'ann and

kf1 kf 1
kfl (-2)k}1 (kfl)! ~n 'ann yl (-2) (kfl)

p k) ~ k ' k ' kf2 ~ y '~n(-2) .k! an.ann yi 1

gets larger as k increases; we may say that for large k

-2.a k a
P(k) a

n ~ nn~(k~ )

yl yl
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~)and we have as a result an alternating diverging series.
Let's turn to the simplified formulation and see if the reshuffing has

created convergence. Again we see that for all parts of a particular k the
signs are the same: the coefficient ~(k,~) is always positive, just as yl, and

k n.~ n-1 k n
the remaining factor is ~E2 -~ {[xly~ - ylx~].y~~ .~2 yrr} Because yr is

n ~ 1 r~~
positive too, we want to ~now if for all ~~ 1:

~ xl~y~ yl
We will investigate this by calculating Xk - xk-1 and see i f this is positive

yk yk-1

xk xk-1 E~~-1.E ajj.a~ - E a~.E ajj ~J-1

yk - yk-1 - E 1~.E a j-1

numerator:

E E a~ ai-1
ajj - E E aii a~ J~i 1

i~j i~j

- E E J~i-1 ~~ (ajj-aii) - E E ai-1 ~J-l~j(ajj-aii)
i~j i~j

- E E
ak-1 ~k-1 ~

(a . -a ) f
~k-1 ~k-1 ~

(a -a )
i~j i j j ~j ii ~ i i ii jj

3 E E (~iaj)k-1 (aii-ajj) (7~i-aj)
i~ j

Consequently, when for ~i ~ aj, aii ~ ajj holds, the difference is positive.
Again, i t's hard to be sure about aii, but all simulations agree with xk~yk ~
xl~yl and intultively i t might be clear that aii ~ ajj holds when ai ~ aj.
When ~i ~ 1j, then ti better "resembles" the rows of S2 and therefore ti has to
have a stronger autoregressive trend, than tj. Consequently aii - ti Bti ~
t' Bt - a as a'Ba measures the autocorrelation in a~ Therefore, there are

j j jj

~) Note that in order to prove divergence of p(k) we do not need to know the
sign of ann'
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strong reasons to believe that xk,yk ~ xl,yl and all factors for a certain k
in the series have the same sign, even if xi ~ 0 for small i might be pos-
sible.

Again, let's turn to a series which is part of the original series:

Q(k) - (-2)k~k! (-x y } y x ) ~ (-2)k-1 ( k-1)~.Y (a y -x )ykt1 ~ 2k k 1 k 1 y k~-1 k nn 1 1
1 1

because for large k, xk,yk ~ ann~ A)So for large k, yk ~. an so we get:

k-1k ~ (-2) (k-1)!~ k annyl-xl ~n
Q( ) kfl ~n(annyl-xl) - 2

yl yl
-2.a k-1

y n .(k-1)!
1

which is again alternating and diverging. Consequently the series as stated in

the simpler form is too.
Only when p- 0 i.e. all xi - tr B(MIM)i - tr BMi- tr BM are equal and

all yi - tr(MIM)i - tr Mi - tr M are equal to n-1, the series converges: all
terms for k~ 2 disappear in the formula at the end of par. 4 because for all

i xi yl - xl yi ~

Now it is time to be more explicit about a detail in our "proof" of

the divergence of our first series. We have tacitly assiuned that all parts of
a term for a particular k have the same sign. This is however not always true.
From the story about the sign of ann and xi we can conclude that for p~ 0 in
the sense that St must not "resemble" I too much (otherwise some ajj - t~ Btj
might be zero or even negative), all xk will be positive (remember xk

n )
- E aj.a~j).~ This is sufficient to establish divergence for p~ 0 in the
j-1

above-called sense.
However, thís raises the question what will happen if p is"close" to

zero. We will rely on simulation results, which show that for every p~ 0
ann ~ 0 because for every p~ 0 there is an index M such that for every

~) In practice, when p~ 0.06 all xi will be positive regardless of the data.
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i~ M xi ~ 0. For small p, every xi with i~ M will be negative. This is in
concordance with the fact that in the neighbourhood of zero, Eu'MBMu - xl is
negative (thought close to zero).

Apparently the eigenvector tn of the largest eigenvalue of lyó2M always
has ann - tn Btn ~ 0 and, for small p, other eigenvectors tj have ajj -
t~ Btj ~ 0 so that for small k it is possible that

n
xk ~ E ajj a~ ~ 0

j-1

and for large k when xk p ann~~n' xk ~ C. We leave open the question if the
fact that a ~ 0, can be rigourously proved.

nn
Now we have the situation that for small p, some parts of a term for a

particular k have an opposite sign. What does this mean for convergence of our
series? We now get terms with a negative part (containing xi ~ 0 with i~ M)
and a positive part when k~ M. When we expand this series further, the nega-
tive part wíll decrease relatively, as the number of traces-products or par-
titions with relatively many large numbers increases~). Moreover, such trace-
products have large xi and yi because xi and yi raise when i raises. And last
but not least these trace-products have larger coefficients than the trace-
products with relatively many small index-numbers; which is an artefact of the
form of the coefficients C(a,~,k). Therefore we trust that negative xi for
i~ M do not disturb divergence of the original series: from a certain index
we will always have an alternating diverging row of partial sums.~`~)

In other words, the partial series used to prove divergence, will be
representative again for the whole series after index J. Remember that this
partial series will certainly have the appropriate sign after index J has been
passed.

From now on we'll assume that our series are diverging. Still, in the
beginning they can show converging tendencies. Remember that k! is mainly
"responsible" for the divergence and that for small k, other parts might domi-

~) Note that for each a, ~ has to take all values i with ni ~ 0 once. When k
rises, there will be relatively more ~ which are , M.

~~) All this i s confirmed by all our simulations.
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nate this factor, e.g. 1. Furthermore, the series can be monotone for a fewky
k. This will be caused by the change of sign of xi after a certain index, only
for 0~ p~ 0.06. Because the first xi are negative, the beginning of the se-
ries will have an opposite alternation than in the case where the first xi
are positive. Buy we have seen that ultimately every series will get terms oE
the "normal" sign. Consequently, where beginning and end of the series touch
each other, at least two terms must have the same sign.

4. Working with the divergent series

Though we are left with a diverging series, the situation is not
apriori hopeless. Remember the fact that our original series was finite (in-

cluding a restterm).

We now must use this restterm in order to say something about Ep.~) When the
~~)

restterm R(N) has the same sign as the Nth term T(N) , we can cut the series
at the N-1 term and use the Nth term as an approximation of the restterm (when
for every N sgn R(N) - sgn T(N), it follows of course that R(N) c T(N) ). We
have

R(N) - (yl)N. E[Z (z-yl)N]
1

T(N) - (yl)N . E[w(z-yl)N].
1

W and z are dependent so it is not allowed to put

E[Z(z-yl)N] - E[i].E[w(z-yl)N].

I have however found a numerical counter-example to the statement that
sgn R(N) - sgn T(N). Take data x(t) - t and p- 0.0195, n- 20 then we get the

N
following partial sums E T(N):

1

~) Note that we have proved that E p(and therefore the restterm) exists.

~~) With sgn T(N) ~ 0 we mean T(N) ~ 0; with sgn R(N) ~ 0 we mean R(N) ~ 0.
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Table 1 Partial s~ns for N - 1...6 for the series of Ep when x(t) - t,
p - 0.0195, n ~ 20

N
N 103.E T(N)

1

1 -31.3
2 -29.8
3 -33.0
4 -32.0
5 -33.3
6 -32.4

When we assiune that sgn R(N) s sgn T(N) then as T(2) ~ 0, this implies that
R(2) ~ 0 and Ep ~-31.3. 10 3. But as T(5) ~ 0, this also implies R(5) t
0 and p t-32.0. 10-3. This is contradictory to Ep ~-31.3. 10-3 and there-
fore it is not true that for every N sgn R(N) and sgn T(N) are the same.

In my experiments these problems only occured again for very small
rho, indicating that it has to do something with the before mentioned pheno-
menon of negative xi. However, there are also many cases with very small rho
in which no such problems occur.

As we know that after a certain index the series is alternating diver-
ging, we might postulate that after that particular index the signs of R(N)
and T(N) correspond to each other. The counterexamples mentioned before are
evaded then. It is not clear how to define that index mathematically; even
harder is it to prove the asswnption and the index-number (by working with the
restterm of the finite series).

We shall simply assume that sgn R(N) - sgn T(N) is valid for all N
where this does not lead to inconsistencies. This rules out small N for
small p.

Now we can for certain data and n and p compute upper and lower bounds
for Ep, given the assumption. We have seen that for p~ 0.06 the series be-
haves well immediately in all our simulations. I have made bounds for Ep
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based on the first síx partial sums of the series: the upper bound is the mi-

nimum of the sums with odd indices; the lower is the maximum of the sums with

even indices. This is because the series is alternating, starting with a posi-

tive term. Note that we only use the original series~`)
In figure 1 the bounds for Ep are given, for 0.1 t p t 0.95 and with

non-stochastic data x(t) a t. It is striking that in all our simulations,

using all kinds of data-patterns, the upper bound for Ep always was smaller

than p itself, for all p. The general shape of the bounds in figure 1 can be

found back in all other simulations. As far as we could see, trended data pro-

duced bounds that were further away from p than random data did. But "within

the set of trended data", the bounds appeared to be robust for different kinds

of trend. Only the lower bound for p~ 0.80 was generally very data-sensi-
~tive .

In order to check "empirically" the validity of our assumption that

sgn T(n) 3 sgn R(N) and consequently the value of our method, I have carried

out a Monte Carlo experiment. We took x(t) ~ t, n z 20.
In table 2 the results ar given for the experiment, using 2000 inde-

pendent p.

In comparing the results with the bounds for Ep we dístinguish three cases.

The inequalities on p by which these cases are defined are rather rough.
~ p~ 0.10. Here Ep lies within the bounds. Thís means indeed that sgn

R(N) ~ sgn T(N), for all N. Therefore we can say that these Monte Car-
lo results are a striking confirmation of our ass~ption. If p~
0.30 then the upper bound approximates Ep better than the lower bound.

For a graphical illustration see figure 1.~
~ 0.05 t p t 0.10. Here the Monte Carlo approximation of Ep is not
exact enough to give clarity about the question if Ep lies within the
bounds.
~ 0 C p t 0.05. Here Ep lies above the upper bound. Probably here sgn
R(N) a sgn T(N) is only valid if N is not small, which is in
accordance with our investigations about tis case. Because the series
diverges there will always be an M so that for all N~ M our
assumption will hold.

~) Working with the simplified series in an analogous way gives considerably
lower upper- and higher lower-bounds.
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It is straightforward to produce an estimator r which ís based on
f(~) and which outperforms p. Let f be fitting the Monte Carlo curve in fi-
gure 1. Take r- p f c with c chosen as to minimize (p-Er)2 averaged over
all p. Note that (p-Er)2 -(p-f(p)-c)2. Then the bias of r wíll be smaller

than the bias of p and their variances will equate, which implies that MSE(r)
~ MSE (p). Note that this holds for every p and therefore p is inadmissible if
we restrict attention to p~ 0.
As a rule of thumb, we might on basis of our case of trended data with n- 20,
suggest to take as estimator

r-pf0.15

Note that we might improve on r by examining other estimators than p, e.g.
p and pn.c.o.

We are now in a position to understand why the approximative formulae

of e.g. Rao á Griliches (1969), Malinvaud (1970) and Pantula á~ Fuller (1985)
still give sensible results for small samples. Their approximations of Ep
consist of the first few terms of the Taylor expansion. Because this series
shows converging tendencies for small indices, and because the true Ep ltes
between the upper and lower partial series, the first part of the series is in
most cases a good approximation of Ep. Often the approximation is equivalent
to one of the bounds itself.

Our methodology can be applied to a large number of subjects inside and out-
side the field of autocorrelated errors. In priciple all kinds of statistics,
written as a ratio of quadratic forms in normally distributed variables, can
be handled in the same way as we did with p. Note that the methodology is not
only applicable in deriving expectations but works well for other moments of
the statistic too.

We will give some examples of an application within the field of auto-
correlated errors.

In the first six paragraphs of this chapter we have worked with a
rather unusual estimator of p.
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Table 2 Monte Carlo results for Ep when xt - t, n- 20

rho EP oiP)

-0.95 -0.8368 0.12
0.00 -0.0526 0.20
0.10 - 0.0288 0.20
0.15 0.0694 0.20
0.20 0.1099 0.20
0.25 0.1502 0.20
0.30 0.1905 0.20
0.35 0.2306 0.20
0.40 0.2704 0.20
0.45 0.3101 0.20
0.50 0.3495 0.20
0.55 0.3886 0.20
0.60 0.4272 0.20
0.65 0.4654 0.20
0.70 0.5030 0.19
0.75 0.5399 0.19
0.80 0.5761 0.19
0.85 0.6122 0.18
0.90 0.6498 0.18
0.95 0.6966 0.17
0.999 0.8416 0.08

This was because of notational convenience. In practice one often uses a
slíghtly modified estimator

n „ „
tE2 ut ut-1

n ~2E ut
t- 2
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This is the Cochrane-Orcutt estimator p . It can also be written asc.o.
~~ ~
uBu
..;,..
uJu

u' MBMu
- ~MJM

J- I except that J11 - 0 instead of 1.

This way of writing makes it clear that the theorems of Magnus and Don can be
applied after developing the ratio and taking expectations.~) In fact the
changes with our previous investigation are minimal: simply put

xi - tr [B[Yë2M (JIyEZM)i]

yi - tr (JAÓZM)i

and the formulas for Ep given before are valid (using the same model and model
assumptions as before)~~)

We can also write another well known estimator of p in an appropriate
way: Durbin's estimator of p: pD~. Pantula S Fuller (1985) prove that

n
~?2 ut ut-1 u(-1).u(~)

pD~ - n - ti ~ ~
E ut-1 u(-1).u(-1)
2

with u(-1) - M(-1).u(-1)

u(0) - M(-1).u(0)
' -1 ~

M(-1) - I - x(-1) [x(-1)x(-1)] x(-1)
~

x(-1) - x2,x3,...,xn

u(-1) - (ul,u2,...u~1)

u~C) ~ (u2,u3,...un)

~) strictly the existence of Ep has to be proved first.
c. o.

~~) We can do the same for modified c.o. estimators e.g. with Jnn - 0 or J11 -
Jnn - 0
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but only for the model yt ~ s~xt } ut
ut ~ p.ut-1 } et
xt s c.xt-1 ~c~ ~ 1

Now we can write

" u(-1) M(-1) u(0)
pD' - r

u(-1) M(-1) u(-1)

Define
u(0) - ~y u with u' ~(ul,...un)

0 1 0

0 0 1 0 0

t
u(1) - ~~.u with ~~ -

0 E ~(n-1)xn

0 1 0 0

0 0
.
.,

. . .

0 1 0
` J

E ~(n-1)xn

then p - u, ~e~ M(-1) ~ u 3 u~ ~~~Ve'M(; 1)V~ f~~V~ M(-1)~e~ u

D. u, 0 M- ~ u u, ~ M- 0V~ ( 1) V~ ~Y ( 1) V~ u

and our methodology can be applied again~). Note that the difficult computa-
tion of pD~ has no methodological implications here.

~) Strictly, existence of EpD. has to be proved first. See Pantula S Fuller
(1985).
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Analogous to computing expectations one can compute other moments of
these estimators too. In order to be able to calculate the variance and mean
squared error of an estimator, Ep2 is needed. Let's confine ourselves to
p- u' MBMu~ u' Mu.

Just like the case of p, we first develop the basic form of the ra-
"2 2 2tio p. Thís is now of course f(w,z) ~ w ~z . The Taylor series is the same as

that of 1~z2, multiplied by w2.

N-1
12 - 12 E í-1)k.(ktl) (zbb)k ~- R(N)
z b 1r0

when expanding around z- b.

2 N-1
EW2 - 12. E(-b)k.(kfl) E[w2(z-b)k] f E[w2.R(N)]
z b k-0 "'

RR(N)
2 2

Because -1 t i c 1, 0 t W2 t 1 en W2 exists. Further, take b- E z again
z z

( again w- u' MBMu and z- u' Mu) . Now we can use the theorems of Magnus and

Don, after writing the series for Ep2 as follows:

N-1 k
Ep2 - 12 . E (k~-1) E (~) (-b)j .E[w2zjl f ~(N)

b k-0 j-0

In this case we can't just define new xi and yi, because the series is funda-
mentally different. However, the general lines will be the same. A new problem
is created by the restterm R(N) whose value, in case of a diverging series,
can only be approximated.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper we have investigated small-sample properties of va-
rious estimators of the autocorrelation coefficient, in a model with serially

correlated errors. We derived a method for calculating properties of ratios of

quadratic forms in normally distributed varíables was derived. The particular
case that we used as a guideline was the expectation of a simple OLS estimator

of p. By means of a Taylor series expansion and by using some articles of Mag-
ntis and Don, we arrived at an at first hand extremely unelegant series. The

main part of this paper consisted of deriving a more elegant way of writing

this series. Although the series turned out to be díverging and alternating we
could, by help of an assumption concerning the restterm, obtain expressions
for an upper and lower bound of Ep.
Because it is well known that positive rho produces the worst bias-problems,

we confined ourselves to that case. The following things about the bounds are
remarkable:

~ For all kinds of data-pattern and sample series considered, both
bounds are lying below the 450 line, which implies that there al-
ways is a negatíve bias.

~ For p~ 0.50 difference between the bounds is smaller than 0.15
for n- 20. Generally the difference increases when p rises.

~ When the sample size n rises, both bounds move in the direction of
the 450 line and the difference between then decreases.

~ When p is close to zero, one needs very much terms of the series
to obtain consistent bounds. Therefore calculation of them is
hard.

~ Random data procedure bounds that are closer to the 450 line than
trended data to.

~ For very large p the procedure lses much of its appeal because the

upper bounds is the first term of the series; and the lower bound
the sun of the first and second term, lying below zero.

Monte Carlo simulations confirmed the assumption made about the dí-
verging series: for p~ 0.10 we showed that the Monte Carlo Ep lies within the

bounds. Furthermore, we were able to propose an improved estimator of p using
the Monte Carlo relation Ep a f(p). As a rule of thumb we suggested the use in
case of trended data
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r- p f 0.15, p

n „ „

t~ 2 ut ut-1

n ~2E ut
t-1

Several other applications in the field of autocorrelation were men-
tioned for the method to obtain an expression for the expectation of what es-
sentialy is a ratio of quadratic forms in normally distributed variables. Not
only expectations of other estimators but also other properties of an estima-
tor like the variance were considered.
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